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Ravens Feast Hakons Saga Book 2
In Iceland, the age of the Vikings is also known as the Saga Age. A unique body of medieval
literature, the Sagas rank with the world’s great literary treasures – as epic as Homer, as deep
in tragedy as Sophocles, as engagingly human as Shakespeare. Set around the turn of the last
millennium, these stories depict with an astonishingly modern realism the lives and deeds of
the Norse men and women who first settled in Iceland and of their descendants, who ventured
farther west to Greenland and, ultimately, North America. Sailing as far from the archetypal
heroic adventure as the long ships did from home, the Sagas are written with psychological
intensity, peopled by characters with depth, and explore perennial human issues like love,
hate, fate and freedom.
A Viking saga of warmongering, honour and loyalty from the Sunday Times bestselling author
of Lancelot, Giles Kristian. Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Games of Thrones. "A
fitting end to a trilogy that fans of Bernard Cornwell should devour" -- THE TIMES "The master
storyteller...whose books throw the reader headlong into the Viking age." -- BEN KANE "This
remains Viking writing at its best: thrilling in it truest sense, heart-rendering and, yes, glorious."
-- MANDA SCOTT "Probably the best Viking saga I have ever read -- ***** Reader review
"Wonderfully written and researched, the whole series makes the entire Nordic world come
alive" -- ***** Reader review "This trilogy is gripping from start to finish" -- ***** Reader review
***************************************** THE GODS MUST BE FAVOURED... Norway, AD 785. A
wild place, a place of blood, a place where the gods hold sway . . . Sigurd Haraldarson and his
oathsworn band are winning fame and reputation. But to confront his hated enemy - the oathbreaker and betrayer King Gorm - they must win riches too. When a daring raid goes wrong,
Sigurd finds himself a prisoner of the powerful Jarl Guthrum. Bound like a slave, he is taken to
the sacred temple at Ubsola to face the sacrificial knife. But here Sigurd discovers a potent
relic: Gungnir, a great spear that would give him the power to assemble a host strong enough
to challenge King Gorm, and avenge the betrayal of his father and the murder of his family.
The roar of Odin and the wild hunt will be as nothing compared to Sigurd's rage, for he and his
warriors will be borne on the wings of the storm . . . Wings of the Storm concludes the Viking
saga, started in God of Vengeance and Winter's Fire.
From the translator of the bestselling Poetic Edda (Hackett, 2015) comes a gripping new
rendering of two of the greatest sagas of Old Norse literature. Together the two sagas recount
the story of seven generations of a single legendary heroic family and comprise our best
source of traditional lore about its members—including, among others, the dragon-slayer
Sigurd, Brynhild the Valkyrie, and the Viking chieftain Ragnar Lothbrok.
History and legend combine in the gripping tale of Hakon Haraldsson, a Christian boy who
once fought for the High Seat of a Viking realm. It is 935 A.D. and the North is in turmoil. King
Harald Fairhair has died, leaving the High Seat of the realm to his murderous son, Erik
Bloodaxe. To solidify his claim, Erik ruthlessly disposes of all claimants to his throne, save one:
his youngest brother Hakon. Erik's surviving enemies send a ship to Wessex, where the
Christian King Athelstan is raising Hakon. Unable to avoid his fate, he returns to the Viking
North to face his brother and claim his birthright, only to discover that victory will demand
sacrifices beyond his wildest nightmares. Praise: Mr. Schumacher stands ready to be a 'Great'
in a world full of mediocre authors. -Dads&Dragons- I was swept up in the action and
enthralled by the descriptions of Hakon's struggle.-Roundtable ReviewsComing in the wake of Fin Gall, Dubh-linn, continues the story of Thorgrim Night Wolf and his
band of Viking warriors as they plunder the Irish coast. Eager to return to his native Norway,
Thorgrim agrees to participate in one last raid under the command of a man he does not trust.
But the Northmen, he finds, are no longer simply invaders on foreign soil. They have become a
part of the Irish kings' ongoing struggle for power, and far from securing a means to return
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home, Thorgrim and his men are plunged into a battle for the throne of Tara, a battle that will
test their strength and loyalty as none has before.
852 A.D. For centuries, the Vikings have swept out of the Norse countries and fallen on
England, Ireland, whatever lands they could reach aboard their longships, and few could resist
the power of their violent onslaught. They came at first to plunder, and then to settle, an
encroachment fiercely resisted where ever they went. Such was the case in the southern lands
of Ireland. En route to the Viking longphort there, known as Dubh-Linn, Thorgrim Night Wolf
and Ornolf the Restless stumble across an Irish ship that carries aboard it a single item - a
crown. The Vikings eagerly snatch the prize, unaware of its significance to the people of
Ireland and the power granted to the king who wears it. Soon the Norsemen are plunged into
the violence and intrigue of Medieval Ireland, where local kings fight with each other and with
the invaders from the north for rule of the island nation. With enemies at every hand, and
loyalties as fickle as the weather, Thorgrim must lead his men, the white invaders, the Fin Gall,
in the fight of their lives, with both Irish and Dane eager to see them dead.
Hakon Haraldsson returns in this fast-paced historical adventure set in Viking Age Norway. It is
935 A.D. and Hakon Haraldsson has just wrested the High Seat of the North from his ruthless
brother, Erik Bloodaxe. Now, he must fight to keep it. The land-hungry Danes are pressing
from the south to test Hakon before he can solidify his rule. In the east, the Uplanders are
making their own plans to seize the throne. It does not help that Hakon is committed to his
dream of Christianizing his people - a dream his countrymen do not share and will fight to
resist. As his enemies move in and his realm begins to crumble, Hakon and his band of oathsworn warriors must make a stand in Raven's Feast, the riveting sequel to God's Hammer.
NOTE: This is the clear print edition of Raven's Feast, with a 14pt font size for easier reading.
Praise: ...250 plus pages of sitting on the edge of your seat... -Dads & Dragons- ...an exciting
read about a very young king attempting to hold on to a kingdom cracking wide open. Historical Novel Society- An entertaining story of a man facing an increasingly impossible
situation... -Historical Fiction ReviewGeatland – Late Summer 517 AD Fresh from the desperate defence of the Northern borders of
the Kingdom, Beowulf is appointed by King Hythcyn to lead the greatest ship army in the
history of his people, carrying fire and sword to the 'Black Heart' of their enemies. But all is not
as it seems. Hythcyn's actions have thrust a flaming brand into the delicate balance of power in
the Scandinavian lands, setting a series of events in motion which quickly spiral out of control.
As Beowulf begins to understand that the Allfather is carefully grooming him to confront the
Grendel, a mysterious affliction begins to cast its long dark shadow across his soul, causing
him to fear for his sanity. In an enthralling tale of brutal battles, love and betrayal, Beowulf and
his closest kin are swept up by the storm and scattered to the winds. From the mountainous
rollers of the North Atlantic to the frozen forests of Swede Land and the bloody temple at
Uppsala, Beowulf and his fellow exiles, the Wraeccan, gather their strength and prepare to
confront King Hythcyn in the final battle for Geatland.
A Viking adventure, packed with battles, blood and gore, Raven is historical fiction at its very
best, and marks the debut of an outstanding new talent. For two years Osric has lived a simple
life, apprenticed to the mute old carpenter who took him in when others spurned him. But when
Norsemen from across the sea burn his village, Osric is taken prisoner by these warriors. Their
chief, Sigurd the Lucky, believes the Norns have woven this strange boy’s fate together with
his own, and Osric begins to sense glorious purpose among this fellowship of warriors.
Immersed in the Norsemen’s world and driven by their lust for adventure, Osric proves a
natural warrior and forges a blood bond with Sigurd, who renames him Raven. But the
Norsemen’s world is a savage one, where loyalty is often repaid in blood and where a young
man must become a killer in order to survive. When the Fellowship faces annihilation from
ealdorman Ealdred of Wessex, Raven chooses a bloody and dangerous path, accepting the
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mission of raiding deep into hostile lands to steal a holy book from Coenwolf, King of Mercia.
There he will find much more than the Holy Gospels of St Jerome. He will find Cynethryth, an
English girl with a soul to match his own. And he will find betrayal at the hands of cruel men,
some of whom he regards as friends.
Silence... The skald pauses her tale. Time passes in heartbeats. Every sound echoes,
continues a fragment of the story. The crash of distant waves invokes the whale-road, long
ships traveling its path, their sides covered with brightly painted shields. The creak of ropes
reminds you of Jormungandr, the Midgard Serpent, the world wrapped in its scaly embrace.
Faraway wolves howl and call, echoing along the path to Niflheim, Hel's realm of the dead. You
listen... The skald gives you a knowing glance, then takes a drink of her mead before
continuing. And then, her voice: low and sonorous, musical and rhythmic, begins once again to
weave the tapestry, telling tales of heroism and horror, glory and loss. She sings of heroes and
everyday folk, tricksters and tale-tellers, standing tall and facing gods and monsters. Vikings!
For more than a decade, author Christine Morgan's Viking stories have delighted readers and
critics, standing apart from the anthologies they appeared in. Now, Word Horde brings you The
Wolf's Feast, a new collection of Christine Morgan's Vikings, from "The Viking in Yellow" to
"Odin's Eagle" and beyond. These tales of adventure, fantasy, and horror will be sure to rouse
your inner Viking.
Hakon Haraldsson took their father's throne. Now the sons of Erik Bloodaxe have come to get
it back. It is 954 A.D. and a tempest is brewing in the North. Twenty summers before, Hakon
Haraldsson wrested Norway's throne from his murderous brother, Erik Bloodaxe, but he failed
to rid himself of Erik's family. Now the sons of Erik have come to reclaim Erik's realm and
avenge the wrong done to their father and their kin. They do not come alone. With them
marches an army of sword-Danes sent by the Danish King, Harald Bluetooth, whose desire to
expand his realm is as powerful as the lust for vengeance that pulses in the veins of Erik's
brood. Like storm-driven waves, the opposing forces collide in War King, the action-packed
sequel to God's Hammer and Raven's Feast. This is the large print edition of War King, with a
larger font / typeface for easier reading.
A glorious, bloody, perfect Viking saga of honour, courage, blood feud and revenge from the
Sunday Times bestselling author of Lancelot, Giles Kristian. Perfect for fans of Bernard
Cornwell and Games of Thrones. "Unrelenting pace, brilliant action and characters. A
masterwork." - CONN IGGULDEN "Action-packed storytelling which stirs the blood and thrills
the soul" - WILBUR SMITH "Easily one of the best books I've had the pleasure to read" - *****
Reader review. ******************************************************************************* IT
BEGAN WITH THE BETRAYAL OF A LORD BY A KING... Norway 785 AD. When King Gorm
puts Jarl Harald's family to the sword, he makes one fatal mistake - he fails to kill Harald's
youngest son, Sigurd. His kin slain, his village seized, his taken as slaves, Sigurd wonders if
the gods have forsaken him. Hunted by powerful men, he is unsure who to trust and yet he has
a small band of loyal followers at his side. With them - and with the help of the All-Father, Odin
- he determines to make a king pay for his treachery. Using cunning and war-craft, Sigurd
gathers together a fellowship of warriors - including his father's right-hand man Olaf, Bram
(who men call Bear), Black Floki who wields death with a blade, and the shield maiden
Valgerd, who fears no man - and convinces them to follow him. For, whether Ódin is with him
or not, Sigurd WILL have vengeance. And neither men nor gods had best stand in his way . . .
Sigurd's story continues in Winter's Fire.
Hakon Haraldsson took their father's throne. Now the sons of Erik Bloodaxe have come to get
it back. It is 954 A.D. and a tempest is brewing in the North. Twenty summers before, Hakon
Haraldsson wrested Norway's throne from his murderous brother, Erik Bloodaxe, but he failed
to rid himself of Erik's family. Now the sons of Erik have come to reclaim Erik's realm and
avenge the wrong done to their father and their kin. They do not come alone. With them
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marches an army of sword-Danes sent by the Danish King, Harald Bluetooth, whose desire to
expand his realm is as powerful as the lust for vengeance that pulses in the veins of Erik's
brood. Like storm-driven waves, the opposing forces collide in War King, the action-packed
sequel to God's Hammer and Raven's Feast. NOTE: This is the pocket book edition of War
King, convenient to both read and carry.
Hakon Haraldsson returns in this fast-paced historical adventure set in Viking Age Norway. It is
935 AD and Hakon Haraldsson has just wrested the High Seat of the North from his ruthless
brother, Erik Bloodaxe. Now, he must fight to keep it. The land-hungry Danes are pressing
from the south to test Hakon before he can solidify his rule. In the east, the Uplanders are
making their own plans to seize the throne. It does not help that Hakon is committed to his
dream of Christianizing his people - a dream his countrymen do not share and will fight to
resist. As his enemies move in and his realm begins to crumble, Hakon and his band of oathsworn warriors must make a stand in Raven's Feast, the riveting sequel to God's Hammer.
From the bestselling author of Hakon's Saga comes the first in a series of stories about Olaf
Tryggvason, one of the most legendary kings of the Viking Age. Norway, AD 958. The
Northern realm is once again at war. The exiled sons of Erik Bloodaxe have returned with the
help of the Danes and have slain King Hakon. They now come for Hakon's heir, Jarl Trygvi.
Trygvi's wife, Astrid, and young son, Olaf, flee their home with the aid of their household
warriors. Pursued by the Bloodaxe brood, the family escapes east, through the dark, forested
land of the Swedes and across the treacherous East Sea. But the gods are fickle and the
group is torn apart, leaving them to fend for themselves in Forged by Iron, a must-read for all
who enjoy action-packed historical fiction. This is the large print edition of Forged By Iron, with
a larger font / typeface for easier reading.
Hakon Haraldsson returns in this fast-paced historical adventure set in Viking Age Norway. It is
935 A.D. and Hakon Haraldsson has just wrested the High Seat of the North from his ruthless
brother, Erik Bloodaxe. Now, he must fight to keep it. The land-hungry Danes are pressing
from the south to test Hakon before he can solidify his rule. In the east, the Uplanders are
making their own plans to seize the throne. It does not help that Hakon is committed to his
dream of Christianizing his people - a dream his countrymen do not share and will fight to
resist. As his enemies move in and his realm begins to crumble, Hakon and his band of oathsworn warriors must make a stand in Raven's Feast, the riveting sequel to God's Hammer.
NOTE: This is the trade paperback edition of Raven's Feast, with a 5" x 8" trim size. Praise:
...250 plus pages of sitting on the edge of your seat... -Dads & Dragons- ...an exciting read
about a very young king attempting to hold on to a kingdom cracking wide open. - Historical
Novel Society- An entertaining story of a man facing an increasingly impossible situation...
-Historical Fiction ReviewRaven's Feast (Hakon's Saga Book 2)Blurb
Translated from an early 15th-century Icelandic history text, €The Book of the Settlement of
Iceland tells the story of Viking conquests in the exploration, founding and conquest of the
island nation.
"The aim of this book is to investigate the taking and giving of hostages in peace processes
during the Viking Age and early Middle Ages in Scandinavia and adjacent areas. Scandinavia
has been absent in previous research about hostages from the perspectives of legal and social
history, which has mostly focused on Antiquity (the Roman Empire), Continental Germanic
cultures, such as the Merovingian realm, and Anglo-Saxon England. The examples presented
are from confrontations between Scandinavians and other peoples in which the hostage giving
and taking was displayed as a ritual act and thus became symbolically important. Hostages
were a vital part of the peace processes and used as resources by both sides in the 'areas of
communication' within the 'areas of confrontation'. Literary texts as well as runic inscriptions,
picture stones, place names, and personal names are used as source material." This work was
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published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting
commercial use. All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the author or
authors.
Josephson’s intriguing study of how technology both helped and hindered this effort asks new
and important questions about the crucial issues inextricably linked with the development and
diffusion of technology in any sociopolitical system.
Peter Andreas Munch (1810-1863) was a Norwegian historian, known for his work on the
medieval history of Norway. His scholarship included Norwegian archaeology, geography,
ethnography, linguistics, and jurisprudence. Munch is noted for his Norse Legendary saga
translations.

A Norse saga recounts the conquest of the northern Scottish isles by the Viking kings of
Norway during the ninth century
In late January 1879, following news of the terrible disaster to befall British forces at
Isandlwana, Colonel Henry Evelyn Wood, commanding officer of the northern No. 4
Column, withdraws his forces to Khambula, near the Natal and Transvaal borders.
Adding to their woes, the southern No. 1 Column finds itself trapped under siege at the
abandoned mission station of Eshowe. The General Officer Commanding, Lord
Chelmsford, orders Wood to continue harassing the Zulus, keeping the pressure off
their central and southern forces while he rallies reinforcements to relieve Eshowe. In
light of the disaster at Isandlwana, Wood knows he must temper aggression with
caution, as he does not have the numbers necessary to face the entire Zulu
amabutho.Facing the British in the north are the semi-autonomous abaQulusi tribe and
their venerable ally, an exiled Swazi prince named Mbilini. A master of guerrilla warfare,
Mbilini harries the British invaders relentlessly while awaiting reinforcements from the
Zulu king, Cetshwayo. Fifty miles to the east, at the royal kraal of Ulundi, Cetshwayo's
triumphant albeit terribly bloodied regiments return home to take in the harvest following
their victory at Isandlwana. The king's subsequent overtures of peace are soundly
rebuffed by Lord Chelmsford, and he knows he must soon summon his regiments once
again. With shouts of 'We are the boys of Isandlwana!' the Zulus turn their attention
north, seeking to join with Mbilini and send another British invasion column to oblivion.
Is Aslaug really Ragnar's one true love? Can she save him from his own prideful death?
Plus, how close can one be to their stepson before questions are asked? Aslaug was
one of Ragnar Lodbrok's wives and bore him many sons. However, prior to meeting
him, she spent her childhood locked up in a harp. Then, when the harp owner was
murdered, she was raised by a beastly pair who insisted Aslaug never wash in order to
hide her beauty. Once released from this life of miserable slavery, Aslaug went on to
marry Ragnar Lodbrok, the famous Viking. She bore many children to him as well as
help raise some of his other children. At times, her relationship with one of her
stepchildren was considered questionable as she favoured him over even her own
children. 'Vikings: The Truth About Aslaug And Ragnar' will unravel all these secrets
and reveal a story that is more interesting than anything you knew about them
previously as well as debunking the myth that their relationship was loveless. Discover
the truth today! Part One brings the whole story to life with a historically accurate novel
of their lives. Part Two then examines the historical facts behind this famous Viking
couple. The 'Viking Secrets' series explores the historical fact from present day fiction in
regards to the Vikings and the extraordinary women who existed in the Viking era.
PLEASE NOTE: Each of the books in this series can be read as standalone books due
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to the nature of the sagas involved. Therefore, the book numbering indicates the order
in which the stories were published and not the order in which they are required to be
read.
Hakon Haraldsson took their father's throne. Now the sons of Erik Bloodaxe have come
to get it back. It is 954 AD and a tempest is brewing in the North. Twenty summers
before, Hakon Haraldsson wrested Norway's throne from his murderous brother, Erik
Bloodaxe, but he failed to rid himself of Erik's family. Now the sons of Erik have come
to reclaim Erik's realm and avenge the wrong done to their father and their kin. They do
not come alone. With them marches an army of sword-Danes sent by the Danish King,
Harald Bluetooth, whose desire to expand his realm is as powerful as the lust for
vengeance that pulses in the veins of Erik's brood. Like storm-driven waves, the
opposing forces collide in War King, the action-packed sequel to God's Hammer and
Raven's Feast.
In recent years, the field of Memory Studies has emerged as a key approach in the
Humanities and Social Sciences, and has increasingly shown its ability to open new
windows on Nordic Studies as well. The entries in this book document the work-to-date
of this approach on the pre-modern Nordic world (mainly the Viking Age and the Middle
Ages, but including as well both earlier and later periods). Given that Memory Studies is
an ever expanding critical strategy, the approximately eighty contributors in this volume
also discuss the potential for future research in this area. Topics covered range from
texts to performance to visual and other aspects of material culture, all approached
from within an interdisciplinary framework. International specialists, coming from such
relevant fields as archaeology, mythology, history of religion, folklore, history, law, art,
literature, philology, language, and mediality, offer assessments on the relevance of
Memory Studies to their disciplines and show it at work in case studies. Finally, this
handbook demonstrates the various levels of culture where memory had a critical
impact in the pre-modern North and how deeply embedded the role of memory is in the
material itself.
Yngvar, son of a powerful Norman jarl, thought raiding a glorious profession. He
dreamed of the Viking ideal, sailing to distant shores and battling honorable foes. Laden
with gold, he would return home in glory. The same life of adventure that his
grandfather, Ulfrik Ormsson, experienced awaited him.It proved a false dream.Along
with his cousin and best friend, Yngvar discovers a world unlike the sagas of the great
heroes. He encounters murder and treachery. Raiding is nothing more than merciless
theft. True riches remain elusive and sea kings dominate the waves.Yngvar trusts to his
honor and courage to carry him. Yet powerful enemies swarm all around him. Fate
guides him into the teeth of a clash between two of history's mightiest jarls. He will
require all his cunning and daring to survive.So begins a new saga of Viking adventure
and war. Join the shield wall once more and witness the fierce history of the Norsemen.
Hakon Haraldsson returns in this fast-paced historical adventure set in Viking Age
Norway. It is 935 A.D. and Hakon Haraldsson has just wrested the High Seat of the
North from his ruthless brother, Erik Bloodaxe. Now, he must fight to keep it. The landhungry Danes are pressing from the south to test Hakon before he can solidify his rule.
In the east, the Uplanders are making their own plans to seize the throne. It does not
help that Hakon is committed to his dream of Christianizing his people - a dream his
countrymen do not share and will fight to resist. As his enemies move in and his realm
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begins to crumble, Hakon and his band of oath-sworn warriors must make a stand in
Raven's Feast, the riveting sequel to God's Hammer.
Hakon Haraldsson returns in this fast-paced historical adventure set in Viking Age
Norway. It is 935 A.D. and Hakon Haraldsson has just wrested the High Seat of the
North from his ruthless brother, Erik Bloodaxe. Now, he must fight to keep it. The landhungry Danes are pressing from the south to test Hakon before he can solidify his rule.
In the east, the Uplanders are making their own plans to seize the throne. It does not
help that Hakon is committed to his dream of Christianizing his people - a dream his
countrymen do not share and will fight to resist. As his enemies move in and his realm
begins to crumble, Hakon and his band of oath-sworn warriors must make a stand in
Raven's Feast, the riveting sequel to God's Hammer. Praise: ...250 plus pages of sitting
on the edge of your seat... -Dads & Dragons- ...an exciting read about a very young
king attempting to hold on to a kingdom cracking wide open. - Historical Novel SocietyAn entertaining story of a man facing an increasingly impossible situation... -Historical
Fiction ReviewArthur turned and strode toward us. He was magnificent, and I will never forget that, in
that moment, I first loved him. And I believe--had I known what the future held for us: all
the trouble, torment, battle, and grief of our lives--I still believe that I would have yielded
my heart into his keeping as I did then . . . In a sweeping epic of the imagination, Alice
Borchardt enters the wondrous realm of Arthurian legend and makes it her own. The
Dragon Queen is the first volume in a trilogy of novels that boldly re-imagines
Camelot--and casts Guinevere as a shrewd, strong-willed, magical warrior queen. Born
into a world of terrible strife, where war is constant and weapons are never far from the
hands of men or women, Guinevere, daughter of a mighty pagan queen, is a threat to
her people and a prize to the dreaded sorcerer Merlin. Sent into hiding, she grows up
under the protection of a shapeshifting man-wolf and an ornery Druid. But even on the
remote coast of Scotland, where dragons feed and watch over her, she is not safe from
the all-seeing High Druid Merlin. He knows the young beauty's destiny, and he will stop
at nothing to prevent what has been foretold. For if Guinevere becomes Queen and
Arthur, King, they will bring a peace to the land that will leave the power-hungry Merlin
a shriveled magician in a weary cloak. Yet Guinevere possesses power of her
own--dazzling power to rival even that of Merlin. Summoned from her home by forces
she cannot fathom, she travels from the Underworld to an Otherworld of the Past, at
each step calling on ancient powers to aid her way. When young Guinevere proves her
mettle to an embarrassed Merlin, even her faithful dragon protectors cannot prevent the
evil that the sorcerer rains down. Seeking revenge, Merlin banishes Arthur to a world
from which the only escape is death. Now Guinevere must face Merlin's wrath without
him--and prove that she is worthy of being Arthur's Queen. From the glass-roofed Great
Hall at Tintigal to the lush garden forts of Wales, Alice Borchardt details the travels of
Guinevere in a rich fabric of prose. The Dragon Queen is a novel of great emotional
depth, timeless romance, and soul-stirring adventure.
Award-winning illustrator Gabriel Campanario first introduced his approach to drawing
in The Art of Urban Sketching, a showcase of more than 500 sketches and drawing tips
shared by more than 100 urban sketchers around the world. Now, he drills down into
specific challenges of making sketches on location, rain or shine, quickly or slowly, and
the most suitable techniques for every situation, in The Urban Sketching Handbook
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series. It's easy to overlook that ample variety of characters that walk the streets
everyday. From neighbors, dog walkers and shoppers to dancers and joggers, the
people that move through the cities and towns are fascinating subjects to study and
sketch. In The Urban Sketching Handbook: People and Motion Gabriel lays out keys to
help make the experience of drawing humans and movements fun and rewarding.
Using composition, depth, scale, contrast, line and creativity, sketching out citizens and
the way they move has never been more inspirational and entertaining. This guide will
help you to develop your own creative approach, no matter what your skill level may be
today. As much as The Urban Sketching Handbook: People and Motion may inspire
you to draw more individuals, it can also help to increase your appreciation of the folks
around you. Drawing our postal workers, shopkeeps and neighbors, is a great way to
show your appreciation and creativity.
Norway, AD 785 - a vow of vengeance must be kept . . . Sigurd Haraldarson has
proved himself a great warrior . . . and a dangerous enemy. He has gone a long way
towards avenging the murder of his family. And yet the oath-breaker King Gorm, who
betrayed Sigurd's father, still lives. And so long as he draws breath, the scales remain
unbalanced. The sacred vow to avenge his family burns in Sigurd's veins, but he must
be patient and bide his time. He knows that he and his band of warriors are not yet
strong enough to confront the treacherous king. They need silver, they need more
spear-brothers to rally to the young Viking's banner - but more than these, they need to
win fame upon the battlefield. And so the fellowship venture west, to Sweden, to fight
as mercenaries. And it is there - in the face of betrayal and bloodshed, on a journey that
will take him all too close to the halls of Valhalla - that Sigurd's destiny will be forged.
There, in the inferno of winter's fire . . . The Vikings return in this thrilling, thunderous
sequel to Giles Kristian's bestselling God of Vengeance.
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